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On the northwest coast of France, just around the corner from the English Channel, is the little town

of Locmariaquer (pronounced "loc-maria-care"). The inhabitants of this town have a special

relationship to the world, for it is their efforts that maintain the supply of the famous Belon oysters,

called les plates ("the flat ones"). A vivid account of the cultivation of Belon oysters and an

excursion into the myths, legends, and rich, vibrant history of Brittany and its extraordinary people,

The Oysters of Locmariaquer is also an unforgettable journey to the heart of a fascinating culture

and the enthralling, accumulating drama of a unique devotion.
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which I with sword will open." Ms. Clark corrects our collective thinking on the most famous oyster

metaphor in literature, indicating it has nothing to do with a pearl, or as she delightfully says, "but we

would rather think not." Ms. Clark dazzles the reader, certainly this one, with her remarkable

erudition, which she has focused on the raising of one seemingly simple sea creature, on the south

coast of Brittany in France. Ecology, biology, sociology, history, zoology, literature are some of the

intellectual areas that are drawn upon to create this one-of-a-kind book that made Locmariaquer an

essential destination. But so much has changed, been lost, and yes, even improved since Ms Clark

wrote her book at the end of the `50's, long before the coming of the TGV, and before the death of

many of the species that she writes about. It was also long before the era of mass tourism.This area

of Brittany has long been poor, noted for two things: the baby oysters, and the large prehistoric



megaliths at Carnac. The author describes the Parisian gourmet's excitement with the arrival of the

season's latest harvest, carefully listing the classifications and prices, but also contrasts this

seemingly ephemeral interest with the harsh reality of producing this crop with an image hard to

forget: an 18 year old girl wanted out - drank a bottle of muriatic acid, it took her half the afternoon to

die, and "they had heard her screaming way over at Saint-Pierre."In chapter five Ms. Clark covers

the oysters significance during the period of the Second Empire, giving the reader delightful dollops

of history, and sociological insight from that period. Many of the greats from this period, as well as

the lesser known make their appearances.
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